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GET LIPPY!   
Create fuller, sexier, voluptuous lips with Get Lippy!
Get Lippy! utilizes a natural, patented tripeptide, Gly-
His-Lys, to voluminize, plump, hydrate, smooth fine 
surface lines and improve lip contours. Get Lippy! 
plumps and moisturizes the lips by stimulating collagen 
production in the connective tissues. The result is fuller, 
smoother, perfectly plumped lips. The patented peptide 
ingredient is verified to increase volume by 40% when 
applied 3 times daily for 29 days. Get Lippy! is a gentle, 
sheer hypoallergenic restorative lip treatment. It is a 
proven natural alternative to collagen injections.

GET “NAKED” LIP GLOSS
Colorlab’s newest lip gloss adds sophisticated polish 
and shine. Designed to be worn on its own, over lip 
pencil or lipstick. Provides lips with continuous condi-
tioning shine.

LIP ICING 
Introducing Lip Icings; Colorlab’s new ultra high-shine 
gloss. Brilliant and transparent, they can be worn alone 
for a sheer shine or layered on top of your favorite 
Colorlab lipstick for a beautiful lacquered effect. Two 
shades are currently available: Rainbow (pearlescent) 
and Deception (opalescent). They are pictured with our 
Spring Collection on page 4.

SPF AMPLIFIER 
Welcome the latest addition to our Mineral Powder cus-
tom blend system! The SPF Amplifier was created for 
those who want to actively fight the signs of aging while 
protecting their skin from the harmful effects of the sun. 
To use in a 10 gram foundation: Add one teaspoon to 
increase the SPF coverage by additional 4. Add two 
teaspoons to increase the coverage by an additional 8.

SHAKE IT UP!
REFILLABLE POWDER BRUSH
Get that flawless finish anywhere and everywhere 
anytime with this convenient powder-in-a-brush. 
Made with ultra deluxe goat hair, Shake it up! makes 
great makeup applications and touchups easy and 
effortless. Available empty for custom blending 
(refillable) or filled with ready-to-wear foundations, 
modifiers and finishing powders. Ready-to-wear 
refills in 3.5 grams are available. 

NEW PRODUCTS

WONDERBROW
THREE NEW BROW SHADES 
Due to popular demand, we have added three new 
Wonderbrow shades to color, define and enhance 
your natural brow shape. Use alone or mix with mineral 
shadows to alter the shade. New shades:  Lauren (Soft 
Grey), Julia (Brunette), Eva (Black/Brown), join origi-
nal shades Pamela (Blonde), Cindy (Soft Ash), Halle 
(Redhead).

MIXOLOGY

OIL CONTROL 
MATTE
FOUNDATION 
PRIMER
This lightweight primer 
evens out and smoothes 
the skin’s appearance 
and gives it a beautiful 
matte finish.  What’s 
more, this primer will help 
control surface oil on the 
skin to help keep your 
makeup looking fresh all 
day.

10 ml Thinner
5 ml Mattifier
5 ml Matte Ivory Base
20 ml Fringe Benefit
1 ml Oil Control

Package in a 1 oz. pump 
bottle, FA2

Suggested Retail $40

MATTE 
EYESHADOW 
PRIMER
Love your eyeshadow 
shades but find that they 
seem to change colors 
on your skin?  Matte 
Eyeshadow Primer will 
not only make your 
eyeshadows long lasting, 
but will also show off the 
true eyeshadow colors.

3 large scoops Coverage  
 Enhancer (use colors  
 closest to skin tone  
 without adding toners)
1 tiny scoop Yellow  
 Coverage Enhancer
4 drops Thickener
6 pumps Mattifier

Packaged in lip gloss 
pot, LC13 or LC3

Suggested Retail $24

EYE FROSTING
Create deliciously gorgeous Eye Frostings for 
your clients this spring. Don’t be fooled by their 
luminosity, these Frostings dry to a powder finish 
and have incredible staying power. 

Mix products together on lipstick blending sheet, 
then scrape into jar.
1 large scoop Smoothie Base
1 small scoop Extra Light Coverage Enhancer
2 pumps Fringe Benefit
3 large scoops Frost and/or Mineral Powder

Try out  Sarah’s Sand (pictured) using these frosts:
1large scoop Pink Gold Frost
1large scoop Champagne Frost
1large scoop Sand Frost

Package in a 1/8 oz. jar, FA19

Suggested Retail $24

LIP STAIN GLOSS
A hint of color goes a long way in this amazing 
Lip Gloss Stain. This great long-lasting non-sticky 
formula locks in moisture and is feather resistant. Mix 
everything but Fringe Benefit in the lip gloss base 
container. Heat, remove, add Fringe Benefit, stir and 
pour into packaging.

Gloss base
1 large scoop Glacé Base
1 pump Fringe Benefit
5-6 drops Pigment (Stains)
Add Flavor

Try out Twizzler using these pigments (stains):
4 drops Crimson
1 drop Blackberry
1 drop Ruby Red
12 drops Cherries Jubilee

Package in a lip gloss pot, LC13, LC3 or wand, LC14

Suggested Retail $18

CREAM BLUSH
This is a Cream Blush to cherish. This wonderful, 
silky textured, long-lasting, highly pigmented blush 
smoothes the appearance of the skin and dries to a 
powder finish. Place products on a lipstick blending 
sheet and mix.  Scrape into packaging.

1/2 Smoothie Base
1 t. Medium Mineral Powder
1/4 t. + 1/8 t. Frost and/or Mineral Powder
10 pumps Fringe Benefit
(blend together, then add:)
2 t. Translucent Modifier
5 drops Thickener (be sure to use the new thickener  
 for this recipe)

Try out Soft Kir (pictured) using these minerals:
1/8 tsp. Tourmaline MP
1/8 tsp. Rose Quartz MP
1/8 tsp. Tiger’s Eye MP

Package in a 1/2 oz. jar, FA32 or FA27

Suggested Retail $26

Mixology is all about creating new 
products through experimentation. 
Sometimes mixology happens 
intentionally, other times it materializes 
accidentally. Here are a few mixology 
recipes we have gathered. Take a look. 
Try them out. Use them as a springboard 
to create your own. We’d love to hear 
about your mixology! Be sure to tell your 
account executive about your favorite 
mixology recipes the next time you talk.
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STOVE PIPES

BABY DOLLS

SHOESIES

SEXY TOPS

CROPPED JACKETS

HAND BAGS

HATS

SUITS

SHORT SHORTS

FABRICS

*New RTW Shades

TO ORDER CALL 1-800-790-2417

FASHION FORWARD A Quick Peek At The Looks For Spring 06

Colorlab’s Spring ready-to-wear collection reflects the make-
up seen on this season’s runways.  From classic black & whites 
to muted palettes in a bouquet of garden shades, Colorlab’s 
collection reflects the romantic flirty essence of Spring 2006. 
Contact your Account Executive for pricing information. 

SPRING RTW COLLECTION

LIPSTICK
Love Dust*

City Lights*

In Love*

Caress*

Hush*

Pout*

EYESHADOW
Lemon Drop*

Aquamarine*

Wheat 

Vanilla

Clove

Wine

Wink

Jet*

Ice

BLUSH
First Blush*

Flushed*

Henna

LIP ICING & GLOSS
Deception*

Rainbow*

Naked*
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SPRING’S GARDEN CUSTOM *Product formulas on pages 10-11.
Abundant floral prints inspired Spring’s Garden in a colorful muted palette of 
rich, golden yellows, peaches and pinks with an aqua eyeshadow bringing 
unmistakable focus to the eye. 

SPRING’S MIST RTW
Understated heathers and neutrals on the runway influenced Spring’s Mist 
which echoes the muted color palette featuring lavender on the eyes and 
taupe browns for a soft, sultry effect.

MAKEUP APPLICATION 
FOUNDATION: Sheer and luminous
CONCEALER: Sparingly
POWDER: Sparingly-none
EYES:
 1. Apply Lemon Chiffon Eyeshadow*   
 (RTW Lemon Drop) all over eye, up under  
 the eyebrow and underneath lower lashes.
 2. Apply Blue-Green Sea Eyeshadow* (RTW  
 Aquamarine) over entire eyelid.
 3. Use Beaujolais Sketchstick™ as an 
 eyeliner on the upper two thirds of the eye  
 and under lower lashes, swept out at end. 
 4. Apply Black Mascara to top and bottom  
 lashes.
 5. Apply appropriate Wonderbrow™.
CHEEKS: Apply Pow Blush* (RTW First Blush)  
 on the apples of the cheeks.
LIPS: Apply Sweet Kisses Lipstick* (RTW  
 Hush) to lips.
 Apply Under the Sea Lip Gloss* (RTW   
 Deception) all over lips.

MAKEUP APPLICATION
FOUNDATION: Medium Coverage
CONCEALER: Cover circles and any major  
 imperfections.
POWDER: Matte with a hint of luminosity. 
EYES:
 1. Apply Wink Eyeshadow on entire eye and  
 under the lower lash line.
 2. Apply First Blush Blush on inner   
 part of the eyelid.
 3. Apply Clove Eyeshadow to entire crease  
 of the eye.
 4. Apply Vanilla Eyeshadow directly below  
 brow bone with blending brush.
	 5. Apply several coats of Black Mascara on  
 the top and bottom lashes.
 6. Apply appropriate Wonderbrow™.
CHEEKS: Apply Henna Blush to cheeks
LIPS: Lightly line and fill in lips with Twig   
 Sketchstick™. Apply Caress Lipstick. Apply  
 Naked Lip Gloss to the center of the lips for  
 a highlight.

SPRING LOOKS
FAIRE PRINCESS CUSTOM *Product formulas on pages 10-11.
Inspired by the magic and romance of spring’s sheer prints and flowing 
chiffon, Faire Princess is flush with rich sandy neutrals, subtle metallics and 
hints of sea blue and sea green.

MAKEUP APPLICATION 
FOUNDATION: Medium coverage
CONCEALER: As needed
POWDER: Semi-matte
EYES:
 1. Apply a full strip of false lashes on the eye.
 2. Apply Faire Wings Eye Glaze* over the   
 entire eye up to the brow bone. Also apply a  
 little under the lower lashes.
 3. Apply Ice Queen Eyeshadow* to outer   
 half of eyelid.
 4. Apply Subtle Eyeshadow* to inner   
 half of eyelid.
	 5. Apply Mink Sketchstick™ to inner quarter  
 of eye and along upper lash line and wing out.  
 6. Apply Irish Moss Eyeshadow* to the outer  
 crease and along the bottom lash line.
 7. Apply several coats of Black Mascara.
 8. Apply the appropriate Wonderbrow™.
CHEEKS: Softly apply Big Red Cheek Stain*.
LIPS: Line and fill lips in with Twig Sketch  
 stick™. Apply Sunset Beach Lipstick*. Apply  
 Make It Glow Lipstick* to the center of lips.

MATURE CLIENTS IN TREND
Do your mature clients love trends but feel like they are “too much” for them? Do these clients wish to update 
their look but fear the trends are “too young” for them? Here are a few ways to translate trend looks into great 
looks for mature clients!

LIPS:
1. As we age, we start to lose the natural line around the lips—
bring it back with lip liner. For subtle “no show” lip liner, choose a 
shade closest to the client’s natural lip tone. Also, wrinkles in the 
lips can cause lipstick to “bleed” outside the lips. Lip liner forms a 
barrier that helps keep lipstick in place.  
2. Select full-bodied creamy or moisturizing matte lipsticks as 
these have better staying power. 
3. Be careful with lip gloss! Gloss is a great addition over lipstick to 
hide wrinkles in the lips and create a smoother look. However, too 
much gloss on the lips can cause colors to “bleed”. Apply a very 
small amount of gloss to the top of the bottom lip and the bottom 
of top lip to create younger, softer looking lips.

EYES:  
1. Replace bright and/or dark colors with muted color shadows in 
similar tones.
2. Take the traditional eye application and reverse it – place lighter 
color shadows in the crease (no pastels) and place deeper color 
shadows on the lid.
3. Substitute matte shadows shades for the trendy shimmers or 
frosts. For a touch of luminosity, use a shimmer on the lid only.
4. For very dry eyelids, try cream eyeshadows which have more 
moisture and great staying power.
5. Line the eyes on the top lid.  Line just the outer 1/8” of the 
bottom lid to lift the eye. 
6. Since lids lose their elasticity with age, use soft pencils or liquid 
liners that won’t pull on the skin.
7. Mascara in a soft color (black/brown is great) should be applied 
to top lashes only. Strong, dark color on the bottom lid and lashes 
draws attention to any “flaws” in that area.
CHEEKS:
1. Cheek colors should be more dominant. As our skin matures, it 
becomes duller and the cheek contours become less visible.
2. Apply color to the apple of the cheek and blend up the 
cheekbone for contour.
3. For more wrinkled or dry skin, use cream blush (try our new 
cream blush formula in the Mixology section on pages 2-3) which 
can actually give the skin a smoother appearance.

TREND COLOR  MATURE COLOR

Faire Wings Eye Glaze = Oyster Eyeshadow
Subtle Eye Shadow = Rose Silk Eyeshadow
Irish Moss Eye Shadow = Golden Taupe Eyeshadow
Ice Queen Eye Shadow = Creamy Peach Eyeshadow
Big Red Cheek Stain = Antique Rose Blush
Sunset Beach Lipstick = Played Out Lipstick
Make It Glow Lipstick = Live It Up Lip Gloss
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PROMOTING COSMETICS 
SEASONAL LAUNCH EVENTS
A Great Way to Jump Start Sales for the Season

 Colorlab welcomes its newest 
addition, Michele Duivenvoorden.  
A twenty-year veteran makeup artist 
and educator, Michele will train, sell 
and distribute Colorlab private label 
systems and ready-to-wear cosmetics 
in the Toronto metro area.
 Michele’s credits include extensive 
television, film, video and print 
makeup, five years as a Humber College Cosmetics educator and as a 
consultant and advisor to salons, corporate businesses and educational 
facilities. 
 To purchase Colorlab products in Canada (and get expert advice on 
developing your makeup business with Colorlab) please call Michele toll 
free at 1-866-4�1-280�.

As any fashion or beauty retailer will tell you, seasonal collections and 
special events/promotions are two tried and true ways to drive sales for 
existing clients while also attracting new ones. Combine the two by holding 
a seasonal launch in your cosmetics department and you’ve got the makings 
of a great start to your spring makeup season.
 Reignite your staff and guests by launching a Spring/Summer Collec-
tion Event. Draw in clients to see the new colors and looks of the season, 
and take the opportunity to feature some of your existing offerings such as 
custom foundations and minerals. 
 Events come in a variety of shapes and sizes, but most revolve around 
complimentary makeup or a makeup lesson/session. The best way to sell 
makeup is to have guests actually try it. Complimentary makeup is risk-free 
for guests and provides staff with an opening to highlight (and of course, 
sell) specific products as well as add-on products. Lessons are a great way 
to demonstrate how your guests can achieve their beauty vision with your 
products. To make sure your guests attend their lessons, charge a nominal 
fee ($2�) for the lesson and apply that fee to any products purchased.
 Successful events are very targeted. You need to determine which prod-
ucts you wish to feature and what the client proposition is (what will you 
offer the client to draw her in?).
 For example, you can feature spring’s new color offerings (eyeshadows, 
blushes, lipsticks and glosses) and offer “Complimentary Spring Make-
overs”. In addition to complimentary makeup, you may want to further 
entice your guests by offering some buying incentives such as a 2 for 1 offer, 
discounts on multiple purchases, or complimentary custom-made items in 
travel sizes.

A CHECKLIST THAT WILL ENSURE SUCCESS FOR ANY EVENT:

• Designate one person as the event planner. This person should be responsible for  
 coordinating, delegating and following up on all the details.
• Decide who you are targeting for this promotion: existing clients only, or new   
 clients too?  If you offer the promotion to existing clients only, you will need   
 signage with dates and details set throughout the salon to raise awareness.   
 You might also send postcards or initiate a phone campaign to book appointments.  
 If you want to draw in new business, you might consider advertising in your local  
 newspaper, radio or city magazine, or inviting local women’s groups to join you as  
 your guests.
• Train your staff on the “who, what, where and when” of the promotion and “how” to  
 book guests for the event.
• Form a creative group to create the “looks of the season” that you will promote at  
 your event. Have them present their ideas and collection to the rest of the staff, so  
 everyone is knowledgeable about the new products and forthcoming event.  
• Create a list of products, packaging, tools, accessories, etc., that you will need to  
 order prior to the event. Be sure to include any related products that will be used  
 in conjunction with your featured products and stock up on these for increased  
 sales—these should include basic makeup items, brushes, and skin care.
• SET GOALS!!!  All staff should be motivated to communicate the event to their   
 clients and encourage participation. Set staff goals and rewards for booking guests  
 and making sales. As with any goal, it’s best to be specific, so set numbers. Sales  
 goals can be based upon results from previous events. If this is your first event,  
 challenge your staff to sell a percentage (set by you) over normal sales. Motivate  
 your staff to sell by rewarding the staff member who sells the most during your  
 event.
• Once you set the event date, review the above “to do” list and add your own “to  
 do’s,” then work backwards to create a timeline outlining when everything needs  
 to be completed. These events are exciting for the entire salon as teamwork is   
 required to put together a great event. The gratification comes when you see   
 guests who are amazed by their new beauty…and when you add up your sales at  
 the end of the day!
Colorlab offers launch and event support. Ask your account executive for details. 

ROCKFORD’S COLORLAB 
CUSTOM COSMETICS WINS 
SECOND PLACE IN UPS SMALL 
BUSINESS CONTEST
ROCKFORD, Il., Oct. �, 200� – If you can dream it, they can blend it. 
Mary Swaab began her company with a bold new idea – cosmetics that 
individuals could customize. What began with an interactive lipstick system 
led to the development of a full line of custom-blend cosmetics that left 
customers calling for more. And customers weren’t the only ones calling. 
UPS (NYSE:UPS), the world’s largest package delivery company and a 
global leader in supply chain services, today announced that Colorlab 
Custom Cosmetics took second place in the company’s national Best 
“Out-of-the-Box” Small Business Contest. A panel of small business experts 
reviewed hundreds of contest entries from across the country and awarded 
Swaab with the second prize – $�,000 in cash or $�,000 worth of free UPS 
package delivery services and a personal computer and printer provided by 
HP equipped with UPS Online Tools. 
“While UPS may be one of the world’s largest companies, we are commit-
ted to helping small companies like Colorlab Custom Cosmetics succeed 
because they are the true engines of commerce,” said Kurt Kuehn, UPS 
senior vice president, worldwide sales and marketing. “UPS began as an 
‘out-of-the-box’ small business nearly 100 years ago, so we know the chal-
lenges that small companies face as they seek to grow their businesses.”
Added second-place winner Swaab: “I started my business with a simple 
tube of lipstick, and it expanded into an entire custom-blended line. It’s 
nice to know some of the big companies, like UPS, are looking for ways to 
help small businesses continue to grow and prosper.”

COLORLAB
WELCOMES

SPRING LOOKS
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CLASSIC NOIR RTW
Black and white fabrics with gold embellishments create the backdrop 
for Classic Noir drama with pretty pink lips and cheeks and dramatic eyes 
highlighted in white and emboldened with black.

MAKEUP APPLICATION 
FOUNDATION:	Sheer-none
CONCEALER: Little-none
POWDER: Soft dusting of mineral powder
EYES:
	 1. Apply Ice Eyeshadow over the entire eye.
 2. Apply Jet Eyeshadow with Stuck On  
 You at the outer corner of the eye in a >  
 shape. Line the top portion of the eyes and  
 then wing out at the ends.
	 3. Apply Wheat Eyeshadow directly below   
 the brow bone with a blending brush.
	 4. Apply false lashes to outer corners of eyes. 
	 5. Apply Black Mascara heavily on the top  
 lashes and very sparingly on the bottom.
	 6. Apply appropriate Wonderbrow™.
CHEEKS:	Apply Flushed Blush to cheeks.
LIPS: Use In Love Lipstick to stain the lips.
 Apply Rainbow Lip Gloss to just the center  
 of the lips to highlight.

NEW DISPLAYS
COLORLAB LAUNCHES THE QUICKCHANGE POP DISPLAY

Colorlab introduces a great way 
to increase impulse retail sales, The 
beautiful department store quality 
Quickchange POP Display can be 
placed at the cash wrap so that 
it grabs attention and sales! The 
display features two parts;  ‘A’, the 
base that never changes and ‘B’, a 
quickchange template that changes 
with each new promotion. Call your 
Account Executive for all the exciting 
pricing and promotional details! This 
awesome opportunity enables you 
to keep up with the major retailers as 
every 6 to 8 weeks you can purchase 
a new highlighted product to place 
in your display base ‘A’. When you 
purchase the promotion you receive 
the template, testers, product selling 
points and signage free*. Add 
together all of that with a small buy-in 
and it is just too good to resist!! 

*Minimum purchase required. 
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1/2 t. Light MP
1/2 t. Tourmaline MP
1/4 t. Alabaster MP
1/4 t. Pink Gold Frost
1/2 t. Translucent Modifier MP

POW BLUSH

1/8 t. Medium MP
1/4 t. Tigers Eye MP
1 tiny scoop Lapis MP
4 tiny scoops Saturated Red MP
3 tiny scoops Twinkle Frost
1/4 t. Pink Frost
1/8 t. Tourmaline MP
1 t. Translucent Modifier MP
1/4 t. Moonlight Pearl MP

SAND CASTLE BLUSH

1/2 t. + 1/8 t. Light MP
3/4 t. Alabaster MP
1/8 t. Champagne Frost
1 tiny scoop Jade MP

BIRCH

1/2 t. Light MP
1/2 t. Rose Quartz MP
1/4 t. Alabaster MP
1/8 t. Pink Gold MP

SUBTLE

1/4 t. + 1/8 t. Light MP
3/4 t. Alabaster MP
1/8 t. Saturated Blue MP
1/8 t. Moonlight Pearl MP

BLUE-GREEN SEA

1/2 t. Light MP
1/2 t. Medium MP
1/4 t. + 1/8 t. Sunstone MP
1/8 t. Sunlight Gold MP

BURNT

11/4 t. + 1/8 t. Alabaster MP
1/8 t. Moonlight Pearl MP

CLASSIC

1/2 t. + 1/8 t. Dark MP
1/2 t. Rose Quartz MP
1/8 t. Sunstone MP
1/8 t. Russet Frost
1/8 t. Sunlight Gold MP

COCOA TREE

1/8 t. Tourmaline MP
1/4 t. Onyx MP
1/8 t. Saturated Blue MP
1/2 t. Lapis MP

ELECTRIC BLUE

3/4 t. Alabaster MP
1/4 t. Lapis MP
1/4 t. Opal Frost

ICE QUEEN

1/2 t. Jade MP
1/4 t. Medium MP
1/4 t. Silver Frost
1/4 t. + 1/2 t. Onyx MP
3 tiny scoops Lapis MP
2 tiny scoops Amethyst MP

IRISH MOSS

3/4 t. Alabaster MP
1/4 t. Amethyst MP
1/8 t. Lapis MP
1/4 t. Moonlight Pearl MP

THUNDER CLAP

1 t. Light MP 
1/4 t. Saturated Yellow MP
1/8 t. Alabaster MP
1/8 t. Moonlight Pearl MP

LEMON CHIFFON

1 1/8 t. Onyx MP
1/8 t. Silver Frost

BLACK TIE

5ml Pearl Toner
5ml Thinner
2 pumps Yellow Toner

CANARY

5ml Pearl Toner
5ml Thinner
2 pumps Green Toner

FOAMY MINT

5ml Pearl Toner
5ml Thinner
3 pumps Fringe Benefit
1 lg scoop Coral Frost

MAI TAI

6 pumps Fringe Benefit
2 pumps Pearl Toner
2 pumps Thinner
1 lg scoop Light MP
1 lg + 1 sm scoop Pink Frost

PINK PARTY

5ml Pearl Toner
5ml Thinner
3 pumps Fringe Benefit
2 lg scoops Pink Frost

FAIRE WINGS

BLUSH & EYESHADOW EYE GLAZE, SHIMMER & PUDDING

18 pumps Fringe Benefit
4 drops Thickener
3 drops Ruby Red
5 drops Magenta
5 drops Red Red

BIG RED*

18 pumps Fringe Benefit
4 drops Thickener
8 drops Magenta
4 drops Peach

JUICY FRUIT*

18 pumps Fringe Benefit
4 drops Thickener
5 drops Peach
3 drops Flame
3 drops Coral
3 drops Brown

WARM ME UP*

Crème base
.50 Blackberry
1.0 Peach
2 drops Cocoa
1 sm scoop Crystal Frost
.5 ml Moisture Additive

SWEET KISSES

Butter base
.75 Ruby Red

BERRY CHERRY

Butter base
.75 Russet
.25 Ruby Red
.25 Red Red
2 Drops Sapphire
1 sm scoop Russet Frost

SHEER MANGO

Butter base
1 lg scoop Opal

MAKE IT GLOW

Matte base
1 sm scoop Agate MP
1 sm scoop Rose Quartz MP
1 sm scoop Coverage
 Intensifier MP
2 tiny scoops Crystal Frost
3 tiny scoops Champagne  
 Frost
2 tiny scoops Pink Frost
2 ml Moisture Additive
6 drops Silkening Modifier

TIKI HUT

Crème base
.125 Brown
.125 Flame
.125 Coral
1 sm + 3 tiny scoops
 Champagne Frost
1 sm scoop Sand Frost
1 ml Moisture Additive

LAMÉ

Crème base
.25 + .25 Mahogany
.25 Cocoa
.25 + .25 Peach
.125 + .125 + .25 Red Red
3 tiny scoops Platinum Foil
3 tiny scoops Champagne  
 Frost
1 sm scoop Pink Frost
1 tiny scoop Pink Gold Frost
1 ml Moisture Additive

SUNSET BEACH

Crème base
.25 Ruby Red
.50 Magenta
.125 + .125 Ochre
1 lg scoop Crystal Frost
2 tiny scoops Platinum Foil
1 sm scoop Sand Frost
1 ml Moisture Additive
3 drops Silkening Modifier

PINK TULIP

1/2 Crème + 1/2 Matte base
.50 Peach
.50 White
.125 +.125 + .25 Cocoa
.50 Coral
1 drop Sapphire

BARE NAKED

Crème base
.50 Peach
.50 Coral
1 sm scoop Gold Frost
1 sm scoop Pink Gold Frost
4 tiny scoops Nugget Foil
1 ml Moisture Additive
6 drops Silkening Modifier

CAROLYN

1/2 Glace base + 1/2 
Smoothie base
2 tiny scoops Nugget Foil

FLARE

Glace base
1 tiny scoop Pink

OPAL

Smoothie base
2 drops Coral

SHEEN

Smoothie base
2 drops Ruby Red
1 drop Wineberry

SHEER STAIN

Glace Base
1 tiny scoop Violet Frost

UNDER THE SEA

COLORS & FORMULAS
Here are additional product formulas you can make to follow the trends for spring 
2006. These product will fill your current Colorlab Seasonal display (DIS7).

Butter base
.75 Coral
1 drop Sapphire
1 sm scoop Pink Gold Frost

GIRL POWER

LIPSTICKS LIP GLOSS CHEEK STAIN

Butter base
.75 Crimson

STRAWBERRY

*Mix in disposable cup  
 and package in wand  
 (LC14). 

6 pumps Fringe Benefit
2 pumps Pearl Toner
2 pumps Thinner
1 sm scoop Copper Frost
1 lg + 3 tiny scoops Saturated   
 Yellow MP
1 sm + 3 tiny scoops Gold Frost
1 tiny scoop Lapis MP

GOLD COIN



UPCOMING TRADE SHOWS 
SIGN UP FOR CUSTOM BLEND CLASSES NOW 
Colorlab will be holding hands-on custom blending classes at the trade show listed below. These 
classes offer an overview of all of Colorlab’s custom blend systems and provide information on how 
you can make the most of them in your business. Colorlab’s classes fill up quickly. To ensure your 
spot, please pre-register. Look for our email or postcard listing the times and dates of classes prior 
to the show.

June 3 - 5, 2006
International Esthetics Cosmetics Spa Conference
Las Vegas Convention Center
Las Vegas, NV

Other dates and locations to be announced. 

COLORLAB TRAINING 
If you currently sell or have recently purchased any of Colorlab’s custom blend systems (lipstick, 
foundation, or mineral powder) you are eligible for a free training session at Colorlab corporate 
headquarters. Trainings may also be scheduled at your location for a nominal fee. To schedule a 
training call 1-800-790-2417.
Additionally, Colorlab Cosmetics has begun traveling to select metropolitan areas to present our full 
line of custom blend systems and complete ready-to-wear line. Professional representatives will be 
on hand to answer your questions and help you select the best combinations of products for your 
business. Product demonstrations as well as hands-on training on all three of our custom blend 
systems will be available. Please contact your account executive for upcoming dates, locations and 
costs.

CONSULTING SERVICES
If you’ve ever wondered how you can…
• launch the Colorlab line
• raise in-house awareness of your cosmetics
• re-launch and re-energize your makeup line
• boost sales through events and promotions
• approach clients with cosmetics offerings
• best train your makeup staff

…just ask. Colorlab can help you create, develop and grow a successful cosmetics business. For 
more information call 1-800-790-2417.

BULK PRICING ON READY-TO-WEAR SHADES
Your favorite ready-to-wear shades are available in bulk. Call us at 1-800-790-2417.

CONTRACT MANUFACTURING 
Create your own exclusive cosmetics line infused with Colorlab’s technical knowledge and commit-
ment to quality. Contract manufacturing is available in our state-of-the-art facility in Williston, VT. Our 
plant was designed to fulfill your research, formulation and manufacturing needs...from lipstick, lip 
gloss, eyeshadow and foundation to skin care, body care and beyond. Take advantage of our flexible 
production capacity. Our equipment can accommodate runs from small to large. We look forward to 
the opportunity to help you achieve your business goals. For more information, please call: 1-800-
790-2417.

ONLINE CATALOG & NEWSLETTER IMAGES
Visit Colorlab’s online catalog and find newsletter images you can print at www.colorlabcosmetics.
com.  Click on Private Label and navigate to the catalog or the newsletter.
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